Contrast and temporal frequency-related adaptation in the pretectal nucleus of the optic tract.
In mammals, many cells in the retino-geniculate-cortical pathway adapt during stimulation with high contrast gratings. In the visual cortex, adaptation to high contrast images reduces sensitivity at low contrasts while only moderately affecting sensitivity at high contrasts, thus generating rightward shifts in the contrast response functions (contrast gain control). Similarly, motion adaptation at particular temporal frequencies (TFs) alters the temporal tuning properties of cortical cells. For the first time in any species, this paper investigates the influence of motion adaptation on both the contrast and TF responses of neurons in the retino-pretectal pathway by recording from direction-selective neurons in the nucleus of the optic tract (NOT) of the marsupial wallaby, Macropus eugenii. This species is of interest because its NOT receives almost all input directly from the retina, with virtually none from the visual cortex (unlike cats and primates). All NOT cells show changes in their contrast response functions after adaptation, many revealing contrast gain control. Contrast adaptation is direction-dependent, preferred directions producing the largest changes. The lack of cortical input suggests that contrast adaptation is generated independently from the cortex in the NOT or retina. Motion adaptation also produces direction-selective effects on the TF tuning of NOT neurons by shifting the location of the optimum TF. Cells that show strong adaptation to contrast also tend to show large changes in TF tuning, suggesting similar intracellular mechanisms. The data are discussed in terms of the generality of contrast adaptation across mammalian species and across unconnected brain regions within the same species.